News Break Scavenger Hunt

Sunday’s News Break challenges you to hunt through the Sunday, March 22, 2020 print replica of The Seattle Times to find answers to the following questions.

1. Everett Mayor Cassie Franklin was out for a walk Thursday with her daughter. She saw bucolic scenes: groups of children on playgrounds, families gathering in parks. When she drove home, she got stuck in rush hour traffic.

   These snapshots of normalcy in the midst of an unprecedented crisis convinced Franklin she needed to do what, it seems, no other executive in Washington has done so far. What has she ordered the residents to do? (MAIN)

2. Today in History: The British Parliament passed the Stamp act to raise money from the American colonies, which fiercely resisted the tax. What year did this take place? (MAIN)

3. Today in History: The Grand coulee hydroelectric dam in Washington State officially went into operation. What year did this take place? (MAIN)

4. ______________ ______________, the smooth, Grammy-winning balladeer who spanned jazz, folk, country and pop with such hits as “Lucille,” “Lady” and “Islands in the Stream” and embraced his persona as “The Gambler” on records and on TV, died Friday night. He was 81. (MAIN)

5. President Donald Trump said negotiators in Congress and his administration are “very close” to agreement on a coronavirus economic-relief plan his economic adviser said will aim to boost the U.S. economy by about $____ trillion. (MAIN)

6. The shortage of ___________________ and ___________________ was a concern in major cities too. Supplies including protective gear, respirators and hand sanitizer were dwindling. (MAIN)

7. Only ____% of Americans said they had discussed finance-related topics with their friends or peers within the previous six months, according to a 2018 survey by Capital Group, an investment manager. (BUSINESS)

8. ________________ illustrators like Tangerini are rare and are becoming as endangered as some of the plants they draw. (BUSINESS)

9. The ________________ Northwest doesn’t have enough nurses. And while there are plenty of people who want to enter the profession, educators say the region doesn’t currently have the capacity to catch up. (JOBS)

10. Washington was poised to become the next-to-last state to ratify the 19th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. What does the 19th Amendment say? (OPINION)
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